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Test Name : Test 7 - Revision 2 Total Questions : 100
Difficulty Level : Medium Total Marks : 200.00
Test Type : Free Duration : 120.00 mins

Instruction :
Please read the instructions carefully

The total duration of examination is 120 minutes.1.
Right Answer carries 2 marks and 1/3rd is negative marking in case of the wrong answer.2.
The clock will be set at the server. The countdown timer in the top right corner of the screen will3.
display the remaining time available for you to complete the examination. When the timer
reaches zero, the examination will end by itself. You will not be required to end or submit your
examination.
The test contains 100 questions. Each item is given in the language of your preference (Hindi or4.
English)
A test can be given only once5.
In case you feel there is more than one correct response, mark the response, which you consider6.
the best.
All questions carry equal marks i.e. 2 marks each question7.
You can always go back and change your answer before submitting the test. However, this is not8.
possible in the actual UPSC preliminary exam.
Irrespective of how many answers you have marked, the test will automatically close in 2 hours9.
and you will get your score based on the responses marked till then
There are 4 alternatives for each question. For each wrong answer given, one-third of the marks10.
assigned to that question will be deducted as penalty
The Question Palette displayed on the right side of the screen will show the status of each11.
question using one of the following symbols:

 You have not visited the question yet.

 You have not answered the question.

 You have answered the question.

 You have NOT answered the question, but have marked the question for review.

 You have answered the question, but marked it for review.
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Q.1 Consider the following statements:
1.       In a capitalist society the goods produced are distributed among people not on the basis
of what people need but on the basis of Purchasing Power.
2.       A mixed economy, the market will provide whatever goods and services it can produce
well, and the government will provide essential goods and services which the market fails to
do.
Choose the correct options from below:
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both are correct
D.     Both are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

In a market economy, also called capitalism, only those consumer goods will be produced that
are in demand, i.e., goods that can be sold profitably either in the domestic or in the foreign
markets. If cars are in demand, cars will be produced and if bicycles are in demand, bicycles
will be produced. If labour is cheaper than capital, more labour-intensive methods of
production will be used and vice-versa.

But most economies are mixed economies, i.e. the government and the market together
answer the three questions of what to produce, how to produce and how to distribute what is
produced.

Q.2 The Industrial Policy Resolution 1956 (IPR 1956) classified industries into three categories.
Which of the below options is not one of them?
A.     Industries which would be exclusively owned by the state
B.     Industries in which the private sector could supplement the efforts of the state sector
C.      Industries which were to be in the private sector.
D.     Industries that were inside the special economic zones.

Answer : D,

Solution :

Special economic zones were not set up in India at that time.

Q.3 The policy in which the government protected the domestic industries from foreign
competition in the first seven plans was-
A.     Export reduction
B.     Import substitution
C.      Import rejection
D.     Export substitution
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Answer : B,

Solution :

In the first seven plans, trade was characterised by what is commonly called an inward looking
trade strategy. Technically, this strategy is called import substitution. This policy aimed at
replacing or substituting imports with domestic production. For example, instead of importing
vehicles made in a foreign country, industries would be encouraged to produce them in India
itself. In this policy the government protected the domestic industries from foreign
competition.

Q.4 Consider the following about the Indian economy in 60s and 70s:
1.       The need to obtain a license to start an industry was misused by industrial houses.
2.       The excessive regulation of what came to be called the permit license raj prevented
certain firms from becoming more efficient.
Choose the correct options from below:
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both are correct
D.     Both are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

More time was spent by industrialists in trying to obtain a license or lobby with the concerned
ministries rather than on thinking about how to improve their products.

Q.5 Consider the following:
1.       Commercial sources of energy are coal, petroleum and electricity. Non-commercial
sources of energy are firewood, agricultural waste and dried dung.
2.       While non-commercial sources of energy are generally exhaustible, commercial sources
are generally renewable.
Choose the correct option from below-
A. Only 1 is correct
B. Only 2 is correct
C. Both are correct
D. Both are incorrect

Answer : A,

Solution :

There are commercial and non-commercial sources of energy. Commercial sources are coal,
petroleum and electricity as they are bought and sold. Non-commercial sources of energy are
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firewood, agricultural waste and dried dung. These are noncommercial as they are found in
nature/forests. While commercial sources of energy are generally exhaustible (with the
exception of hydropower), non-commercial sources are generally renewable.

Q.6 Which of the following is not an Indian Systems of Medicine (ISM)?
A.     Yoga
B.     Siddha
C.      Allopathy
D.     Homeopathy

Answer : C,

Solution :

It includes six systems—Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha, Naturopathy and Homeopathy
(AYUSH). At present, there are 3167 ISM hospitals, 26,000 dispensaries and as many as 7 lakh
registered practitioners in India.

Q.7 In Delhi, the use of “X” as fuel in public transport system has significantly lowered air
pollution and the air has become cleaner in the last few years.
X here is:
A.     LPG
B.     CNG
C.      Kerosene
D.     Diesel

Answer : B,

Solution :

In Delhi buses and other public transport vehicles use CNG as fuel instead of petrol or diesel;
some vehicles use convertible engines; solar energy is being used to light up the streets.

Q.8 Which of the following are examples of eco-friendly sources of energy?
1.       CNG
2.       Mini Hydel
3.       Wood
4.       Dung cake
A.     1 only
B.     2 and 3 only
C.      1 and 2 only
D.     All of the above

Answer : C,
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Solution :

Households in rural areas generally use wood, dung cake or other biomass as fuel. This
practice has several adverse implications like deforestation, reduction in green cover, wastage
of cattle dung and air pollution.

Mini-hydel plants use the energy of streams to move small turbines. The turbines generate
electricity which can be used locally.

Q.9 Choose the features pertaining to the economy of India:
1.       One child norm
2.       Growth due to manufacturing sector
3.       Mixed economy
A.     3 only
B.     2 and 3
C.      1 and 3
D.     All of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Features 1 and 2 are related to the Chinese economy.

Q.10 Which of the following is not an artificial ecosystem:
A.     Pond
B.     Park
C.      Garden
D.     Cities

Answer : A,

Solution :

They are man-made. Human activities modify or convert natural ecosystems into man-made
ecosystems. For example, natural forests are cut and the land is used for tree plantations or
agricultural activities.

Q.11 There are three major types of forests, classed according to latitude. Which of the following is
not one of them?
A.     Tropical Forests
B.     Temperate Forests
C.      Boreal or Taiga Forests
D.     Montane forests
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Answer : D,

Solution :

One example of a tropical montane forest is a cloud forest, which gains its moisture from
clouds and fog. Cloud forests often exhibit an abundance of mosses covering the ground and
vegetation, in which case they are also referred to as mossy forests. They come under tropical
forests.

Q.12 Zebras, giraffes, cheetah and rhinoceros in Africa, bison in North America, kangaroos in
Australia are all common inhabitants of:
A.     Forest ecosystem
B.     Desert ecosystem
C.      Marine ecosystem
D.     Grassland ecosystem

Answer : D,

Solution :

many animals live in grasslands, different animals in different countries. Some of them are
very small such as mice, prairie dogs, snakes. lizards and insects. These animals can hide
easily in the grasses. There are also large grassland animals such as elephants, lions, zebra
giraffes, cheetah and rhinoceros in Africa, bison in North America, kangaroos in Australia.

Q.13 Most of the animals living in the deserts are nocturnal. This means that they-
A.     Cannot hear any form of sound
B.     Are active only at night
C.      Possess excellent water retaining techniques
D.     None of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

none

Q.14 consider the following:
1)      Lakes, marshes and swamps are examples of lotic ecosystems
2)      Lentic ecosystems are that of standing water or also called pond ecosystems
Choose the correct options:
A.     Only statement 1 is correct
B.     Only statement 2 is correct
C.      Both the statements are correct
D.     Both are incorrect
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Answer : B,

Solution :

freshwater ecosystems can be divided into two categories: standing water or lentic (lakes,
ponds etc) and running water lotic (rivers, streams, springs)

Q.15 Inter cropping involves growing:
A.     Different crops simultaneously within the same area of land
B.     Same crops simultaneously within different land areas
C.      Either a or b
D.     Neither a nor b

Answer : A,

Solution :

Inter-cropping involves growing different crops simultaneously within the same area of land.
For example, in Java small-scale farmers have up to 6O7 crop species in their farms,
equivalent to the species diversity of a deciduous tropical forest. This may seem to produce
unwanted competition between the plants. Actually, it increases yields as the plants grow at
different heights and have different root and leaf structures. This allows maximum utilisation
of abiotic inputs. This extremely efficient use of available light, nutrients and water by plants
with different heights, root and leaf structures is one of the primary reasons why traditional
systems are highly efficient.

Q.16 The in-situ conservation means:
A.     conservation of wildlife in its natural habitat
B.     conservation of wildlife in national parks
C.      conservation of wildlife in Biospheres
D.     conservation of wildlife in zoos

Answer : A,

Solution :

The in-situ conservation means conservation of wildlife in its natural habitat. It emphasizes
protection of the ecosystems of the original habitats or natural environment. The in-situ
approach includes protection of a typical ecosystem through a network of protected areas on
land or sea.

Q.17 A national park is an area which is strictly reserved for-the betterment of the wildiife and
where human activities like forestry, grazing or cultivation are not permitted' Wildlife
sanctuaries
A.     Bird sanctuaries
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B.     Biosphere reserves
C.      Wildlife Sancturies
D.     None of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

A national park is an area which is strictly reserved for-the betterment of the wildlife and
where human activities like forestry, grazing or cultivation are not permitted.

Q.18 Many projects are being carried out in India to prevent the extinction of some endangered
wild animal species. Which among the following is not one of them?
A.     Project Hangul
B.     Project Tiger
C.      Gir Lion Project
D.     Project Elephant

Answer : A,

Solution :

'Project Tiger' was launched by the Central Government in Aprii 1973' to save the tiger from
extinction in India.

Gir Lion Project is being carried on at Gir forest in the Saurashtra peninsula of Gujarat to save
lions in the region.

Crocodile Project is aimed at conservation and management of crocodiles through incubation
of eggs and rearing. It is being conducted in certain sanctuaries of Orissa' Andhra Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.

Project Elephant- The aim of this Project is to preserve a number of elephants and to identify
elephant reserves to protect them.

Q.19 Consider the following statements:
1)      It takes into consideration the entire ecosystem.
2)      Its boundaries are marked by legislation.
3)      Tourism generally not allowed.
The above statements describe:
A.     National Park
B.     Wildlife Sanctuary
C.      Biosphere Reserve
D.     None of the above

Answer : C,
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Solution :

none

Q.20 The world’s first Low Enriched Uranium Bank is being opened by International Atomic Energy
Agency in which of the following places?
A.     Oskemen, Kazakhstan
B.     Aleppo, Syria
C.      Kudankulam, India
D.     Tabriz, Iran

Answer : A,

Solution :

Kazakhstan is all set to open the world’s first Low Enriched Uranium Bank in Oskemen. The
International Atomic Energy Agency launched the project in 2010. The bank will serve as a
source of last resort for low-enriched uranium when IAEA members are unable to either
produce it or if it becomes unavailable on the international market for whatever reason.

Q.21 Which of the following are among the findings of the Ease of Doing Business report launched
by the NITI Aayog?
A.     A higher level of economic activity and better performance on a range of doing business

indicators are strongly correlated.
B.     Newer and younger firms report a more favorable business environment in that they

take less time in obtaining approvals than older firms, suggesting an improvement in the
business environment.

C.      States need to enhance awareness of the steps being undertaken by them to the
improve ease of doing business.

D.     All of them

Answer : D,

Solution :

NITI Aayog has launched the Ease of Doing Business report based on an Enterprise Survey of
3,500 manufacturing firms across Indian states and union territories. The Enterprise Survey
was conducted in recognition of the importance of monitoring the business environment in
India.

The survey has been conducted, along with the IDFC Institute, to assess the business
regulations and enabling environment across India from firms’ perspective.

The World Bank’s ‘Ease of Doing Business’ survey, which ranked India at 130, is confined to
just two cities of Delhi and Mumbai whereas the NITI-IDFC Survey covers 3,276
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manufacturing enterprises spread across India, including 141 earlystage firms and covering 23
manufacturing sectors.

The report comes in the backdrop of the fact that India needs to create an environment that
fosters globally competitive firms, capable of driving and sustaining economic growth.

Q.22 De-Minimis criteria is applied to which category of subsidies under WTO agreements on
Agriculture?
A.     Blue Box
B.     Green Box
C.      Amber Box
D.     De-Minimis is not applicable on agricultural subsidies at all

Answer : C,

Solution :

The WTO defines De-minimis as minimal amounts of domestic support that are allowed even
though they distort trade. Amber box supports are subject to limits: “de minimis” minimal
supports are allowed (5% of agricultural production for developed countries, 10% for
developing countries); the 30 WTO members that had larger subsidies than the de minimis
levels at the beginning of the post-Uruguay Round reform period are committed to reduce
these subsidies.

The reduction commitments are expressed in terms of a “Total Aggregate Measurement of
Support” (Total AMS) which includes all supports for specified products together with
supports that are not for specific products, in one single figure. In the current negotiations,
various proposals deal with how much further these subsidies should be reduced, and whether
limits should be set for specific products rather than continuing with the single overall
“aggregate” limits.

Q.23 Consider the following about Aajeevika Grameen Express Yojana (AGEY). Choose the correct
statement(s)
1.       The prime objective is to provide an alternative source of livelihoods
2.       It focuses on providing transport services in rural areas
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

The main objectives of AGEY are to provide an alternative source of livelihoods to members of
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Self Help Groups (SHGs) under DAY-NRLM by facilitating them to operate public transport
services in backward rural areas. This will provide safe, affordable and community monitored
rural transport services like e-rickshaws, 3 and 4 wheeler motorised transport vehicles to
connect remote villages with key services and amenities including access to markets,
education and health for the overall economic development of the area.

The sub-scheme will be implemented in 250 blocks in the country on a pilot basis for a period
of 3 years from 2017-18 to 2019-20. The States have been informed about the number of
blocks allocated to them to take up this sub-scheme in the pilot phases. One of the options
proposed to be given under the sub-scheme is that the Community Based Organisation (CBO)
will provide interest free loan from its own corpus to Self Help Group member for purchase of
the vehicle.

The Government is implementing DAY-NRLM across the country in all States and Union
Territories (except Delhi and Chandigarh).

Q.24 Which of the following use maize as a raw material?
1.       Cosmetics
2.       Beverages
3.       Bio-Ethanol
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     2 and 3 only
C.      1 and 3 only
D.     All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

Maize is an amazing cereal and is an alternate to Jhona (paddy) and Kanak (wheat). Maize is
rich in protein, provides nutritional requirements that India needs and Maize consumes much
lesser water and could contain the problem of further water depletion. Maize Based Mega
Food Park is the first major and serious step in the history of India for containing the
desertification problem of Punjab and would make farmers turn to maize cultivation which
need less water for more production. Maize is being used by different industries for seed,
starch, brewery, food additives, sweeteners etc and it is also a basic raw material to thousands
of industrial products like oil, proteins, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, beverages, film, textile,
gum, value added foods, paper industries, bio-ethanol etc

Q.25 What is Codex Alimentarius?
A.     A ransomware code
B.     A code developed to prevent banks from being hacked
C.      A standard of measurements
D.     A standard for food
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Answer : D,

Solution :

The Codex Alimentarius, or "Food Code" is a collection of standards, guidelines and codes of
practice adopted by the Codex Alimentarius Commission. The Commission, also known as
CAC, is the central part of the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme and was
established by FAO and WHO to protect consumer health and promote fair practices in food
trade. It held its first meeting in 1963. Codex standards ensure that food is safe and can be
traded. The 188 Codex members have negotiated science based recommendations in all areas
related to food safety and quality: food hygiene; maximum limits for food additives; residues of
pesticides and veterinary drugs; and maximum limits and codes for the prevention of chemical
and microbiological contamination. Codex food safety texts are a reference in WTO trade
disputes.

Q.26 Consider the following about pH paper / litmus paper. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       It is made of wood cellulose and certain types of bacteria
2.       The said bacteria are pathogenic at times
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : D,

Solution :

The primary raw materials used for making litmus paper are wood cellulose, lichens, and
adjunct compounds. The wood is treated with solvents prior to paper manufacturing in order
to remove resinous material and lignin from the wood. One of the most common solvents in the
United States is a sulfate—either sodium sulfate or magnesium sulfate. The ability of litmus
paper to change color when exposed to an acid or base is a result of litmus paper being
infused with lichens. Lichens are commonly used as gauge for environmental quality because
they are sensitive to various pollutants. Several varieties of lichen are used to produce litmus
including rocella tinctoria, native to the Mediterranean, and lecanora tartarea, a common
lichen in the Netherlands. In fact, the Netherlands is one of the largest producers of litmus
paper products.

Q.27 Polyurethane tagging – seen in news is related to which of the following
A.     Increasing efficiency of fuels
B.     Conservation of heritage sites
C.      Livestock identification
D.     Sports development

Answer : C,
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Solution :

According to the guidelines issued under the National Dairy Plan, the tags are made from
thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer, a material resistant to ultraviolet light and high and
low temperatures, and impossible to tamper with once sealed. Tags are placed in both ears of
the animal and a unique number is given to each based on its bodily features. It usually costs
Rs10-25 per tag and is very accurate.

Further Reading
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/eop2KivNOrKR54oREi4E9N/Government-plans-Aadhaarlike-u
nique-identification-number-f.html

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/mission-cow-id-govt-spreads-1-la
kh-technicians-across-the-country-to-map-cattle-populations/articleshow/56321941.cms

Q.28 Consider the following statements. Choose the incorrect statement(s)
1.       Green box subsidies should not involve price support at all
2.       There are no limits placed on Blue box subsidies
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

All domestic support measures considered to distort production and trade (with some
exceptions) fall into the amber box. These include measures to support prices, or subsidies
directly related to production quantities.

Blue box is the “amber box with conditions” — conditions designed to reduce distortion. Any
support that would normally be in the amber box, is placed in the blue box if the support also
requires farmers to limit production.

At present there are no limits on spending on blue box subsidies. In the current negotiations,
some countries want to keep the blue box as it is because they see it as a crucial means of
moving away from distorting amber box subsidies without causing too much hardship

In order to qualify, green box subsidies must not distort trade, or at most cause minimal
distortion (paragraph 1). They have to be government-funded (not by charging consumers
higher prices) and must not involve price support.

They tend to be programmes that are not targeted at particular products, and include direct
income supports for farmers that are not related to (are “decoupled” from) current production
levels or prices. They also include environmental protection and regional development

http://www.livemint.com/Politics/eop2KivNOrKR54oREi4E9N/Government-plans-Aadhaarlike-unique-identification-number-f.html
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/eop2KivNOrKR54oREi4E9N/Government-plans-Aadhaarlike-unique-identification-number-f.html
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/mission-cow-id-govt-spreads-1-lakh-technicians-across-the-country-to-map-cattle-populations/articleshow/56321941.cms
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/mission-cow-id-govt-spreads-1-lakh-technicians-across-the-country-to-map-cattle-populations/articleshow/56321941.cms
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programmes. “Green box” subsidies are therefore allowed without limits, provided they
comply with the policy-specific criteria

Q.29 Consider the following about roof-top solar energy viability in India
1.       Storage solutions are expensive and restricted in residential spaces
2.       At present we have achieved more than half of the potential of roof-top solar energy in
India
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,

Solution :

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy has pegged the market potential for rooftop solar
at 124 GW. However, only 1,247 MW of capacity had been installed as of December 31, 2016.
That is a little more than 3% of the target for 2022, and 1% of the potential.

One of the major problems with rooftop solar — and what affects solar energy generation in
general — is the variability in supply. Not only can the efficiency of the solar panels vary on
any given day depending on how bright the sunlight is, but the solar panels also produce no
electricity during the night. Arguably, night is when off-grid locations most need alternative
sources of electricity.

The solution to this is storage. Storage technology for electricity, however, is still
underdeveloped and storage solutions are expensive. So, while some companies will be able to
afford storage solutions for the solar energy they produce, most residential customers will find
the cost of installing both rooftop solar panels and storage facilities prohibitive. Residential
areas also come with the associated issues of use restrictions of the roof — if the roof is being
used for solar generation, then it cannot be used for anything else.

Further Reading:
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/why-does-the-2022-target-for-rooftop-solar-seem-a
mbitious/article19571036.ece

Q.30 Consider the following about Cryptocurrencies. Choose the incorrect statement(s)
1.       They are handled at a very centralized fashion
2.       The authenticity is established based on a cryptographic proof
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/why-does-the-2022-target-for-rooftop-solar-seem-ambitious/article19571036.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/why-does-the-2022-target-for-rooftop-solar-seem-ambitious/article19571036.ece
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Answer : B,

Solution :

Cryptocurrency is fundamentally a decentralised digital currency transferred directly between
peers and the transactions are confirmed in a public ledger, accessible to all the users. The
process of maintaining this ledger and validating the transactions, better known as mining, is
carried out in a decentralised manner. The underlying principle of the authenticity of the
present to historical transactions is cryptographic proof, instead of trust; different from how it
happens in the case of traditional banking systems.

Further Reading:
http://www.idsa.in/specialfeature/cryptocurrencies-and-the-regulators-dilemma_msharma_010
817

Q.31 Who is India’s first woman Defence Minister?
A.     Indira Gandhi
B.     Sarojini Naidu
C.      Nirmala Sitharaman
D.     Sushma Swaraj

Answer : A,

Solution :

Nirmala Sitharaman will be India's new Defence Minister. She will be the first full-time
woman Defence Minister and the second woman to hold this post after Indira Gandhi, who
held additional charge.

Q.32 ________ is a project wherein a team of women officers of the Indian Navy would
circumnavigate the globe on an Indian-built sail boat INSV Tarini.
A.     Navika Sagar Parikrama
B.     Nari Bhu Mandala
C.      Bhoomata Suraksha
D.     Nari Shakti

Answer : A,

Solution :

Navika Sagar Parikrama is a project wherein a team of women officers of the Indian Navy
would circumnavigate the globe on an Indian-built sail boat INSV Tarini. This is the first ever
Indian circumnavigation of the globe by an all-women crew. The project is scheduled to
commence in early 17Sep.

Q.33 Where was the first English factory in India

http://www.idsa.in/specialfeature/cryptocurrencies-and-the-regulators-dilemma_msharma_010817
http://www.idsa.in/specialfeature/cryptocurrencies-and-the-regulators-dilemma_msharma_010817
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A.     Bengal
B.     Madras
C.      Bombay
D.     Surat

Answer : A,

Solution :

The first English factory was set up on the banks of the river Hugli in 1651. This was the base
from which the Company’s traders, known at that time as “factors”, operated. The factory had
a warehouse where goods for export were stored, and it had offices where Company officials
sat. As trade expanded, the Company persuaded merchants and traders to come and settle
near the factory.

Q.34 What is a farman
A.     A royal prerogative
B.     A royal order
C.      A royal insignia
D.     A royal military

Answer : B,

Solution :

Farman means a royal edict, a royal order

Q.35 Where does Battle of Plassey get its name from?
A.     The battle ground
B.     A tree
C.      A flower
D.     A holi colour

Answer : B,

Solution :

Plassey is an anglicised pronunciation of Palashi and the place derived its name from the
palash tree known for its beautiful red flowers that yield gulal, the powder used in the festival
of Holi

Q.36 Which of the following was one of the immediate reasons for failure of Sirajuddaulah at the
Battle of Plassey?
A.     Mir Jafar, one of the commanders never fought the battle.
B.     Robert Clive bribed all the officials
C.      Sirajuddaulah tried to negotiate with the British till the last minute
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D.     Sirajuddaulah underestimated the power of the British

Answer : A,

Solution :

On hearing the news of the fall of Calcutta, Company officials in Madras sent forces under the
command of Robert Clive, reinforced by naval fleets. Prolonged negotiations with the Nawab
followed. Finally, in 1757, Robert Clive led the Company’s army against Sirajuddaulah at
Plassey. One of the main reasons for the defeat of the Nawab was that the forces led by Mir
Jafar, one of Sirajuddaulah’s commanders, never fought the battle. Clive had managed to
secure his support by promising to make him nawab after crushing Sirajuddaulah

Q.37 What was the biggest advantage of the company being appointed the Diwan?
A.     They had a wider control of administration
B.     They were able to control the Indian administration
C.      They were able to fund company expenses
D.     They were able to amass large amounts of revenue

Answer : C,

Solution :

Finally, in 1765 the Mughal emperor appointed the Company as the Diwan of the provinces of
Bengal. The Diwani allowed the Company to use the vast revenue resources of Bengal. This
solved a major problem that the Company had earlier faced. From the early eighteenth century
its trade with India had expanded. But it had to buy most of the goods in India with gold and
silver imported from Britain. This was because at this time Britain had no goods to sell in
India. The outflow of gold from Britain slowed after the Battle of Plassey, and entirely stopped
after the assumption of Diwani. Now revenues from India could finance Company expenses.

Q.38 What is a nabob?
A.     A Nawab
B.     An English nawab
C.      The wife of a nawab
D.     The English counterpart of a nawab

Answer : B,

Solution :

Not all Company officials succeeded in making money like Clive. Many died an early death in
India due to disease and war and it would not be right to regard all of them as corrupt and
dishonest. Many of them came from humble backgrounds and their uppermost desire was to
earn enough in India, return to Britain and lead a comfortable life. Those who managed to
return with wealth led flashy lives and flaunted their riches. They were called “nabobs” – an
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anglicised version of the Indian word nawab.

Q.39 Which of the following about subsidiary alliance is incorrect?
A.     Indian rulers were not allowed to have their independent armed forces.
B.     They were to be protected by the Company
C.      If the Indian rulers failed to make the payment, then part of their territory was taken

away as penalty.
D.     Only natural heirs would be able to inherit the kingdom.

Answer : D,

Solution :

The last statement is about Doctrine of Lapse

Q.40 After the Battle of Buxar, the East India Company started appointing Residents. Who were
they?
A.     A political agent of the British
B.     A commercial agent of the British
C.      An English man permanently residing in India
D.     a and c

Answer : D,

Solution :

After the Battle of Buxar (1764), the Company appointed Residents in Indian states. They were
political or commercial agents and their job was to serve and further the interests of the
Company. Through the Residents, the Company officials began interfering in the internal
affairs of Indian states.

Q.41 What helped Tipu Sultan modernise his army
1. His relationship with the French
2. The profitable trade at Malabar coast
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      1and 2 only
D.     none of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Mysore controlled the profitable trade of the Malabar coast where the Company purchased
pepper and cardamom. In 1785 Tipu Sultan stopped the export of sandalwood, pepper and
cardamom through the ports of his kingdom, and disallowed local merchants from trading with
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the Company. He also established a close relationship with the French in India, and
modernised his army with their help.

Q.42 Which of the following is true of battle of Seringappatnam?
1. Company ultimately win a victory.
2. Tipu Sultan was killed defending his capital Seringapatam
3. Mysore was placed under the former ruling dynasty of the Wodeyars
4. a subsidiary alliance was imposed on the state.
A.     1 only
B.     1 and 2 only
C.      1, 2 and 4 only
D.     1, 2, 3, 4

Answer : D,

Solution :

The British were furious. They saw Haidar and Tipu as ambitious, arrogant and dangerous –
rulers who had to be controlled and crushed. Four wars were fought with Mysore (1767-69,
1780-84, 1790-92 and 1799). Only in the last – the Battle of Seringapatam – did the Company
ultimately win a victory. Tipu Sultan was killed defending his capital Seringapatam, Mysore
was placed under the former ruling dynasty of the Wodeyars and a subsidiary alliance was
imposed on the state.

Q.43 What do you understand by the policy of paramountcy?
1. It was implemented under Hastings
2. Under it annexation of Indian kingdom was justified
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     None of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

Under Lord Hastings (Governor- General from 1813 to 1823) a new policy of “paramountcy”
was initiated. Now the Company claimed that its authority was paramount or supreme, hence
its power was greater than that of Indian states. In order to protect its interests it was justified
in annexing or threatening to annex any Indian kingdom. This view continued to guide later
British policies as well.

Q.44 Why did British conquer many parts of the North West in the 1830s?
A.     They wanted to be in control of the opium trade
B.     They were scared of the Russians wresting away India
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C.      They wanted to isolate Master Ranjit Singh
D.     They wanted to annex Punjab

Answer : B,

Solution :

In the late 1830s the East India Company became worried about Russia. It imagined that
Russia might expand across Asia and enter India from the north-west. Driven by this fear, the
British now wanted to secure their control over the north-west. They fought a prolonged war
with Afghanistan between 1838 and 1842 and established indirect Company rule there. Sind
was taken over in 1843. Next in line was Punjab. But the presence of Maharaja Ranjit Singh
held back the Company. After his death in 1839, two prolonged wars were fought with the
Sikh kingdom. Ultimately, in 1849, Punjab was annexed

Q.45 Which of the following states was not annexed under Doctrine of Lapse?
A.     Satara
B.     Jhansi
C.      Nagpur
D.     Jasol

Answer : D,

Solution :

The doctrine as the Doctrine of Lapse. The doctrine declared that if an Indian ruler died
without a male heir his kingdom would “lapse”, that is, become part of Company territory. One
kingdom after another was annexed simply by applying this doctrine: Satara (1848),
Sambalpur (1850), Udaipur (1852), Nagpur (1853) and Jhansi

Q.46 Who is a mufti?
A.     A muslim cleric
B.     A Muslim jurist
C.      A Muslim administrator
D.     A Muslim minister

Answer : B,

Solution :

Qazi – A judge. Mufti – A jurist of the Muslim community responsible for expounding the law
that the qazi would administer.

Q.47 What is Rani Chanamma famous for?
A.     leading an anti India movement
B.     leading an anti british movement in Kittoor
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C.      resisting doctrine of lapse in satara
D.     resisting subsidiary alliance in Nagpur

Answer : B,

Solution :

Resisting paramountcy. This process, however, did not go unchallenged. For example, when
the British tried to annex the small state of Kitoor (in Karnataka today), Rani Channamma took
to arms and led an anti-British resistance movement. She was arrested in 1824 and died in
prison in 1829. But Rayanna, a poor chowkidar of Sangoli in Kitoor, carried on the resistance.

Q.48 Who was the governor of india when permanent settlement was introduced in 1793?
A.     a.Cornwallis
B.     b. Hastings
C.      c. Dalhousie
D.     d. Clive

Answer : A,

Solution :

After two decades of debate on the question, the Company finally introduced the

Permanent Settlement in 1793. By the terms of the settlement, the rajas and taluqdars were
recognised as zamindars. They were asked to collect rent from the peasants and pay revenue
to the Company. The amount to be paid was fixed permanently, that is, it was not to be
increased ever in future. It was felt that this would ensure a regular flow of revenue into the
Company’s coffers and at the same time encourage the zamindars to invest in improving the
land. Since the revenue demand of the state would not be increased, the zamindar would
benefit from increased production from the land.

Q.49 Holt Mackenzie devised this new system. It was implemented in 1822. This believed that
village was an important social institution.
A.     Ryotwari
B.     Permanent settlement
C.      Mahalwari
D.     Faujdari

Answer : C,

Solution :

In the North Western Provinces of the Bengal Presidency (most of this area is now in Uttar
Pradesh), an Englishman called Holt Mackenzie devised the new system which came into
effect in 1822. He felt that the village was an important social institution in north Indian
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society and needed to be preserved. Under his directions, collectors went from village to
village, inspecting the land, measuring the fields, and recording the customs and rights of
different groups. The estimated revenue of each plot within a village was added up to calculate
the revenue that each village (mahal) had to pay. This demand was to be revised periodically,
not permanently fixed. The charge of collecting the revenue and paying it to the Company was
given to the village headman, rather than the zamindar

Q.50 Munro system is a form of
A.     Ryotwari system
B.     Mahalwari system
C.      Pahalwari system
D.     Permanent settlement

Answer : A,

Solution :

In the British territories in the south there was a similar move away from the idea of
Permanent Settlement. The new system that was devised came to be known as the ryotwar (or
ryotwari ). It was tried on a small scale by Captain Alexander Read in some of the areas that
were taken over by the Company after the wars with Tipu Sultan. Subsequently developed by
Thomas Munro, this system was gradually extended all over south India.

Q.51 What is nij and ryoti?
A.     systems of indigo cultivation
B.     systems of revenue collection
C.      divisions of land
D.     North Indian land holdings

Answer : A,

Solution :

2 main systems of indigo cultivation – nij and ryoti. Within the system of nij cultivation, the
planter produced indigo in lands that he directly controlled. He either bought the land or
rented it from other zamindars and produced indigo by directly employing hired labourers.

Q.52 Which one of the following terms describes not only the physical space occupied by an
organism, but also its functional role in the community of organisms?
A.     Ecotone
B.     Ecological niche
C.      Habitat
D.     Home range

Answer : B,
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Solution :

Gause’s competitive exclusion principle states that two species having identical requirements
can not occupy the same ‘niche’ indefinitely. This brings us to the question-what is a niche? A
species niche is its unique functional role or place in an ecosystem.

Q.53 Which one of the following is the characteristic climate of the Tropical Savannah Region?
A.     Rainfall throughout the year
B.     Rainfall in winter only
C.      An extremely short dry season
D.     A definite dry and wet season

Answer : D,

Solution :

Tropical savanna climate or tropical wet and dry climate is a type of climate that corresponds
to the Köppen climate classification categories "Aw" and "As". Tropical savanna climates have
monthly mean temperatures above 18 °C (64 °F) in every month of the year and typically a
pronounced dry season, with the driest month having precipitation less than 60 mm and also
less than 100 – [total annual precipitation {mm}/25] of precipitation.[1]:200–1 This latter fact
is in direct contrast to a tropical monsoon climate, whose driest month sees less than 60 mm of
precipitation but has more than 100 – [total annual precipitation {mm}/25] of precipitation. In
essence, a tropical savanna climate tends to either see less rainfall than a tropical monsoon
climate or have more pronounced dry seasons.

Q.54 Consider the following factors:
1. Rotation of the Earth
2. Air pressure and wind
3. Density of ocean water
4. Revolution of the Earth
Which of the above factors influence the ocean currents?
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     1, 2, and 3
C.      1 and 4
D.     2, 3, and 4

Answer : B,

Solution :

Ocean currents can be generated by wind, density differences in water masses caused by
temperature and salinity variations, gravity, and events such as earthquakes. Currents are
cohesive streams of seawater that circulate through the ocean.
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Q.55 Normally, the temperature decreases with the increase in height from the Earth’s surface,
because
1. the atmosphere can be heated upwards only from the Earth’s surface
2. there is more moisture in the upper atmosphere
3. the air is less dense in the upper atmosphere
Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
A.     1 only
B.     2 and 3 only
C.      1 and 3 only
D.     1, 2, and 3

Answer : C,

Solution :

As the atmosphere height increases the air becomes less dense and therefore becomes cooler.

Q.56 On the planet earth, most of the freshwater exists as ice caps and glaciers. Out of the
remaining freshwater, the largest proportion
A.     is found in atmosphere as moisture and clouds
B.     is found in freshwater lakes and rivers
C.      exists as groundwater
D.     exists as soil moisture

Answer : C,

Solution :

The oceans contain about 97 percent of the Earth's water, but that, of course, isn't drinkable.
About 2 percent is frozen at the poles or in glaciers. Of the remaining 1 percent, almost all of it
— about 96 percent — is groundwater, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). The rest of our freshwater is found at the surface in streams, lakes,
rivers and wetlands.

Q.57 The most important fishing grounds of the world are found in the regions where
A.     the ocean water is almost still
B.     b.rivers drain out large amounts of freshwater into the sea
C.      warm and cold oceanic currents meet
D.     continental shelf is undulating

Answer : C,

Solution :

Meeting of oceanic currents provide favourable and susceptible conditions for the breeding of
marine organisms. The temperature on the points where hot and cold currents meet is suitable
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for phytoplankton that is the key source of nutrition in marine food chain.Some of the attentive
regions where meeting of currents take place are ....Bahama blancas (brazillian current +
Falkland current) , Japanese coast (oya siwo+kuro siwo current) newfoundland (Labrador
current + N. Atlantic drift).Such portions of the seas are suitable for fishing and sea food
trade.

The phenomena of down welling too plays a vital part in making a part rich and vulnerable for
business purpose. Due to down welling the algae ,phytoplankton and other nutrient rich
organisms are transferred the sub level surface , good enough to attract secondary consumers

Q.58 Which of the following is/are unique characteristic/characteristics of equatorial forests?
1.Presence of tall, closely set trees with crowns forming a continuous canopy
2. Coexistence of a large number of species
3. Presence of numerous varieties of epiphytes
Select the correct answer using the codes given below.
A.     1 only
B.     2 and 3 only
C.      1 and 3 only
D.     1, 2 and 3

Answer : D,

Solution :

In equatorial rainforest.fourth layer is canopy layer. The tall trees grow so close together that
their crowns interlock to form a continuous canopy which blocks out the sunlight in forest

Tropical forest is found in equatorial and tropical zone. Epiphytes are also common.

Q.59 Attorney General of India can
1. take part in the proceedings of the Lok Sabha
2. be a member of a committee of the Lok Sabha
3. speak in the Lok Sabha
4. vote in the Lok Sabha
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A.     1 only
B.     2 and 4
C.      1, 2 and 3
D.     1 and 3 only

Answer : C,

Solution :

He has the right to speak and to take part in the proceedings of both the Houses of Parliament
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or their joint sittings and in any committee of the Parliament of which he may be named a
member, but without the right to vote.

Thus, first three statements are correct, fouth is wrong.

Q.60 Consider the following pairs about parks and rivers passing through them:
1.       Corbett National Park: Ganga
2.       Kaziranga National Park: Manas
3.       Silent Valley National Park: Kaveri
Which of the above pairs is/are correctly matched?
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     3 only
C.      1 and 3 ony
D.     None

Answer : D,

Solution :

Site Rivers passing

1. Corbett
National Park
: Ganga

River Ramganga (West) and River Kosi
http://www.jimcorbettnationalpark.com

2. Kaziranga
National Park
: Manas

Brahmaputra, Diphlu, Mora Diphlu and
Mora Dhansiri
http://www.thehindu.com

3. Silent
Valley
National Park
: Kaveri

Bharathapuzha ,River Kunthi
http://silentvalley.gov.in

 

Q.61 Which of the following diseases can be transmitted from one person to another through
tattooing?
1. Chikungunya
2. Hepatitis B
3. HIV-AIDS
Select the correct answer using the codes given below.
A.     1 only
B.     2 and 3 only
C.      1 and 3 only
D.     1, 2 and 3

http://www.jimcorbettnationalpark.com/rivers-corbett-national-park-india.htm
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/drones-to-check-rhino-poaching-in-kaziranga/article4597712.ece
http://silentvalley.gov.in/about_valley.html
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Answer : B,

Solution :

Hepatitis B and HIV are spread via Tattoing hence Indian Army had made rule that
disqualified youngsters with tattoos on medical ground. Chikungunya is not spread via
tattooing.

Q.62 Fruits stored in a cold chamber exhibit longer storage life because
A.     exposure to sunlight is prevented
B.     concentration dioxide in the is increased of carbon environment
C.      rate of respiration is decreased
D.     there is an increase in humidity

Answer : C,

Solution :

Fruits and vegetables continue their metabolic activity after harvest…Metabolic Activity is
manifested by respiration….Reduction of temperature is an effective means of reducing the
rate of respiration.

Q.63 Which of the following leaf modifications occurs/occur in desert areas to inhibit water loss?
a. Hard and waxy leaves
b. Tiny leaves or no leaves
c. Thorns instead of leaves
Select the correct answer using the codes given below.
A.     a.1 and 2 only
B.     2 only
C.      1 and 3 only
D.     1, 2 and 3

Answer : D,

Solution :

The vegetation of hot desert climate is xerophytic type which has special characteristics to
withstand very high rate of evaporation. They have long roots, thick barks, waxy leaves, thorns
and little leaves

Q.64 According to the Constitution of India, which of the following are fundamental for the
governance of the country?
A.     Fundamental Rights
B.     Fundamental Duties
C.      Directive Principles of State Policy
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D.     Fundamental Rights and Fundamental Duties

Answer : C,

Solution :

Directive principles of state policy because they guide executive on how to govern.

Q.65 Which of the following principles is/are implied institutionally in the parliamentary
government?
1. Members of the Cabinet are Members of the Parliament.
2. Ministers hold the office till they enjoy confidence in the Parliament.
3. Cabinet is headed by the Head of the State.
Select the correct answer using the codes given below.
A.     a.1 and 2 only
B.     b.3 only
C.      2 and 3 only
D.     1, 2 and 3

Answer : A,

Solution :

features of parliamentary government are having Nominal and real executives.President is
head of the state and PM is head of the government. Art. 74 provides for council of ministers
headed by PM who is the head of government)

Q.66 Which of the following is a warm current?
A.     Benguela Current
B.     Kuroshio Current
C.      Oyashio Current
D.     Canaries Current

Answer : B,

Solution :
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Q.67 Which of the following clans are correctly matched with their regions?
1.       Koragas – Southern India
2.       Maravars – Bihar
3.       Nagas – North Eastern India
A. 3 only
B. 1 and 3 only
C. 2 only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Gaddis – Himalayas
Cheros – Bihar and Jharkhand
Ahoms – North-eastern India
Nagas - North-eastern India
Mundas and Santals – Bihar,Jharkhandm Orissa Bengal
Kolis - Maharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat
Berads – Maharashtra, Karnataka
Koragas - Southern India
Vetars - Southern India
Maravars - Southern India
Gonds - Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh

Q.68 Which Mughal high noble founded the state of Hyderabad?
A.     Murshid Quli Khan
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B.     Asaf Jah
C.      Ahmad Shah
D.     Sa’adat Khan

Answer : B,

Solution :

Sa‘adat Khan - Awadh

Murshid Quli Khan - Bengal

Asaf Jah – Hyderabad

Q.69 Which of the following are tributaries of the Yamuna?
1.       Betwa
2.       Shyok
3.       Ken
4.       Teesta
A.     1, 2 and 3
B.     2 and 3
C.      1 and 3
D.     3 and 4

Answer : C,

Solution :

Major Tributaries of Ganga :

1. Gomti

2. Ghaghra

3. Gandak

4. Kosi

5. Yamuna

6. Son

7. Hoogly

Major Tributaries of Brahmaputra :
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1. Dibang

2. Lohit

3. Jia Bhoreli (Kameng)

4. Dikhow

5. Subansiri

6. Manas

Major Tributaries of Yamuna :

1. Chambal

2. Sindh

3. Betwa

4. Ken

5. Tons

6. Hindon

 

Major Tributaries of Indus :

1. Sutlej

2. Dras

3. Zanskar

4. Shyok

5.Gilgit

6. Suru

 

Major Tributaries of Godavari :

1. Indravati
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2. Manjira

3. Bindusara

4. Sarbari

5. Penganga

6.Pranahita

 

Major Tributaries of Krishna :

1. Tungabhadra

2. Ghataprabha

3. Malaprabha

4. Bhima

5. Vedavati

6. Koyna

Q.70 Which of the following National Parks is NOT situated in Madhya Pradesh?
1.       Kanha National Park
2.       Madhav National Park
3.       Bandhavgarh National Park
4.       Vansda National Park
A.     1 only
B.     2 and 4
C.      1 and 3
D.     4 only

Answer : D,

Solution :

Meghalaya

Balphakram National Park Meghalaya

Nokrek National Park Meghalaya
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Madhya Pradesh

Bandhavgarh National Park Madhya Pradesh

Kanha National Park Madhya Pradesh

Madhav National Park Madhya Pradesh

Mandla Fossils National Park Madhya Pradesh

Van Vihar National Park Madhya Pradesh

Panna National Park Madhya Pradesh

Pench National Park Madhya Pradesh

Sanjay National Park Madhya Pradesh

Satpura National Park Madhya Pradesh

Karnataka

Bandipur National Park Karnataka

Bannerghatta National Park Karnataka

Kudremukh National Park Karnataka

Nagarhole National Park Karnataka

Jharkhand

Betla National Park Jharkhand

Hazaribagh National Park Jharkhand

Odisha

Bhitarkanika National Park Odisha

Gujarat

Blackbuck National Park Gujarat

Gir Forest National Park Gujarat

Marine Gulf of Kutch park Gujarat
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Vansda National Park Gujarat

West Bengal

Sundarbans National Park West Bengal

Buxa Tiger Reserve West Bengal

Gorumara National Park West Bengal

Jaldapara National Park West Bengal

Neora Valley National Park West Bengal

Singalila National Park West Bengal

Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Campbell Bay National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Galathea National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Mahatma National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Middle Button National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Mount Harriet National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

North Button National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

South Button National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Rani Jhansi National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Saddle Peak National Park Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Maharashtra

Chandoli National Park Maharashtra

Negaon National Park Maharashtra

Sanjay Gandhi National Park Maharashtra

Tadoba National Park Maharashtra

Gugamal National Park Maharashtra
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Jammu and Kashmir

Dachigam National Park Jammu and Kashmir

Hemis National Park Jammu and Kashmir

Kishtwar National Park Jammu and Kashmir

Salim Ali National Park Jammu and Kashmir

Rajasthan

Darrah National Park Rajasthan

Desert National Park Rajasthan

Keoladeo National Park Rajasthan

Mount Abu Wildlife Sanctuary Rajasthan

Ranthambore National Park Rajasthan

Sariska Tiger Reserve Rajasthan

Assam

Dibru-Saikhowa National Park Assam

Kaziranga National Park Assam

Manas National Park Assam

Orang National Park Assam

Nameri National Park Assam

Odisha

Nandankanan Zoological Park Odisha

Simlipal National Park Odisha

Uttar Pradesh

Dudhwa National Park Uttar Pradesh

Bihar
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Valmiki National Park Bihar

Kerala

Eravikulam National Park Kerala

Mathikettan National Park Kerala

Periyar National Park Kerala

Silent Valley National Park Kerala

Uttarakhand

Gangotri National Park Uttarakhand

Govind Wildlife Sanctuary Uttarakhand

Tamil Nadu

Guindy National Park Tamil Nadu

Gulf of Mannar National Park Tamil Nadu

Indira Sanctuary Tamil Nadu

Mudumalai National Park Tamil Nadu

Mukurthi National Park Tamil Nadu

Palani Hills National Park Tamil Nadu

Punjab

Harike Wetland Punjab

Haryana

Kalesar National Park Haryana

Sultanpur National Park Haryana

Himachal Pradesh

Great Himalayan National Park Himachal Pradesh

Pin Valley National Park Himachal Pradesh
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Chhattisgarh

Indravati National Park Chhattisgarh

Kanger Ghati National Park Chhattisgarh

Uttarakhand

Jim Corbett National Park Uttarakhand

Nanda Devi National Park Uttarakhand

Rajaji National Park Uttarakhand

Valley of Flowers National Park Uttarakhand

Telangana

Kasu Reddy National Park Telangana

Vanasthali National Park Telangana

Manipur

Keibul Lamjao National Park Manipur

Sirohi National Park Manipur

Sikkim

Khangchendzonga Park Sikkim

Arunachal Pradesh

Mouling National Park Arunachal Pradesh

Namdapha National Park Arunachal Pradesh

Mizoram

Murlen National Park Mizoram

Blue Mountain National Park Mizoram

Andhra Pradesh

Papikonda National Park Andhra Pradesh
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Sri Venkateswara Park Andhra Pradesh

Goa

Mollem National Park Goa

Telangana

Mrugavani National Park Telangana

Nagaland

Ntangki National Park Nagaland

Q.71 Which of the following are true with respect to anticyclones?
1.       They have low pressure centres.
2.       They circulate clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere
3.       They circulate anti clockwise in the Northern Hermisphere
4.       They circulate clockwise regardless of its position.
A.     1 and 3
B.     2 only
C.      3 only
D.     4 only

Answer : B,

Solution :

Anticyclone as defined by National Weather Service -

A large-scale circulation of winds around a central region of high atmospheric pressure,
clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere, counterclockwise in the Southern Hemisphere.

[src : http://www.nws.noaa.gov/glossary/index.php?word=anticyclone ]

Q.72 Identify the correct statements with respect to the ocean currents in the North Indian Ocean
1.       During summer the currents are blown in a south westerly direction.
2.       During Winter the currents are blown in a south westerly direction.
3.       The Ocean currents are impervious to the change in climate.
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      3 only
D.     1 and 2

Answer : A,

http://www.nws.noaa.gov/glossary/index.php?word=anticyclone
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Solution :

In the North Indian Ocean, there is a complete reversal of the direction of currents between
summer and winter, due to the changes of monsoon winds. In summer from June to October,
when the dominant wind is the South-West Monsoon, the currents are blown from a south-
westerly direction as the South-West Monsoon Drift.

This is reversed in winter, beginning from December, when the North-East Monsoon blows the
currents from the north-east as the North East Monsoon Drift.

The currents of the North Indian Ocean demonstrate most convincingly the dominant effects of
winds on the circulation of ocean currents.

Q.73 Which of the following represents Ferrel’s Law in Meterology?
A.     A law expressing the relationship of the pressure a gas exerts to the volume it occupies.
B.     If a body moves in any direction on the earth's surface, there is a deflecting force

arising from the earth's rotation.
C.      There is a balance between internal, kinetic, potential and chemical energy, such that

the total energy does not change.
D.     The upwards directed pressure gradient acceleration acting on an air parcel is balanced

by the acceleration of gravity.

Answer : B,

Solution :

Ferrels law: A law stating that Coriolis forces deflect winds and freely moving objects to the
right in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere.

Q.74 Identify the INCORRECT statements from the following:
1.       Water dissolves calcite more readily than it does feldspar, so calcite is considered to be
more soluble than feldspar.
2.       Loose sediment is converted to coherent solid rock by several processes: precipitation of
a cementing material around individual grains, compaction, or crystallization. These processes
constitute Lithification.
3.       Slate is a nonfoliated metamorphic rock that is composed of calcite or dolomite and
therefore relatively soft.
A.     1 and 2
B.     2 only
C.      3 only
D.     2 and 3

Answer : C,

Solution :
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There are two basic types of metamorphic rocks.

Foliated metamorphic rocks such as gneiss, phyllite, schist, and slate have a layered or banded
appearance that is produced by exposure to heat and directed pressure.

Non-foliated metamorphic rocks such as hornfels, marble, quartzite, and novaculite do not
have a layered or banded appearance.

Q.75 The Sargasso Sea has no land boundaries. It is bounded by Ocean Currents. They are:
A.     The Gulf Stream, The North Atlantic Current, The Canary Current, The North Atlantic

Equatorial Current
B.     Brazilian Current, South Atlantic Current, Labrador Current, Canary Current
C.      West Australian Current, Oyashio Current, East Australian Current, South Pacific

Current
D.     Mozambique Current, South Indian Current, NE Monsoon Drift, South Equatorial

Current

Answer : A,

Solution :

The Sargasso Sea is a vast patch of ocean named for a genus of free-floating seaweed called
Sargassum. It is located entirely within the Atlantic Ocean and is the only sea without a land
boundary.

The sea is bounded on the west by the Gulf Stream, on the north by the North Atlantic
Current, on the east by the Canary Current, and on the south by the North Atlantic Equatorial
Current, a clockwise-circulating system of ocean currents termed the North Atlantic Gyre.

Q.76 Which of the following ambitious Spacecraft program to Saturn is set for its end on 15
September 2017?
A.     Cassini
B.     Pioneer 11
C.      Ulysses
D.     Voyager 4

Answer : A,

Solution :

Four spacecraft have flown by Saturn so far. In 1979, Pioneer 11 became the first spacecraft
to fly by and study Saturn up close. Voyager 1 flew by in 1980 and Voyager 2 in 1981. These
spacecraft studied many of the moons of Saturn as well. In July 2004, the Cassini spacecraft
reached Saturn. It continues to send back observations of the planet, its moons, and ring
system.
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Nasa's robotic spacecraft Cassini that has been orbiting Saturn for 13 years is set for a final
dive towards the planet and burn up in its atmosphere in a "grand finale" after it flies past
Titan, Saturn's largest moon, on September 15.

Q.77 The existence of which of the following was discovered by French Astronomer Jules Janssen
during the Solar Eclipse of 1868 at Guntur, India?
A.     Neutrinos
B.     Limits of the Stratosphere
C.      Helium Gas
D.     Solar Flares

Answer : C,

Solution :

French astronomer Pierre Janssen observed the eclipse from Guntur in Madras State, British
India. Janssen observed the eclipse with the aid of a spectroscope. He noticed a bright yellow
line (λ = 587.49 nm) in the spectra of the solar prominences that could not be due to sodium
as had previously been assumed, and was subsequently able to observe the same line even
without the need for an eclipse. It confirmed the existence of Helium.

Q.78 Who amongst the following is regarded as the father of Artificial Intelligence?
A.     Frances E. Allen
B.     John Atanasoff
C.      Claude Shannon
D.     John McCarthy

Answer : C,

Solution :

John McCarthy, an American computer scientist pioneer and inventor, was known as the father
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) after playing a seminal role in defining the field devoted to the
development of intelligent machines.

Q.79 Consider the following about Hyperloop. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       It runs free of friction
2.       Till date it has not been implemented anywhere in the world yet
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,
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Solution :

It is system of magnetically levitating capsules (pods) that are sent at high speeds through low-
pressure tubes. It uses linear Induction motors and envisages tube modular transport system
that runs free of friction. It is still in trial stages in different countries and has currently never
been implemented anywhere in the world yet. Hyperloop is two-to-three times faster than
fastest high-speed rail and claimed to have speeds even greater than commercial air travel. It
has smaller civil engineering footprint, with no direct emissions or noise compared to railways.
Hyperloop system's capital cost per mile is 60 per cent that of high-speed rail, and is less
expensive to operate. Furthermore, Hyperloop departures could happen with a low frequency
of a pod every 20 seconds which is not possible in railways. It requires heavy investments and
therefore effective public and private sector coordination is prerequisite for implementing it. It
consumes high power compared to railways.

Q.80 Consider the following about Solar Flares. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       The flare ejects clouds of electrons, ions, and atoms through the corona of the sun into
space
2.       These clouds reach Earth instantly
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,

Solution :

A solar flare is a sudden flash of brightness observed near the Sun's surface

It involves a very broad spectrum of emissions, an energy release of typically 1020 joules. A
major event can emit up to 1025 joules which is equivalent of 1 billion megatons of TNT.
Flares are often, but not always, accompanied by a coronal mass ejection. The flare ejects
clouds of electrons, ions, and atoms through the corona of the sun into space. These clouds
typically reach Earth a day or two after the event. The term is also used to refer to similar
phenomena in other stars, where the term stellar flare applies. Solar flares were first observed
on the Sun by Richard Christopher Carrington and independently by Richard Hodgson in 1859

Q.81 Saakshar Bharat Awards are related to
A.     Agriculture
B.     Literacy
C.      Social Entrepreneurship
D.     Environment Conservation

Answer : B,
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Solution :

The Government of India will also celebrate the International Literacy Day by felicitating
dignitaries and conferring to them the Saakshar Bharat Awards. Celebrated annually on
September 8, the theme for International Literacy Day 2017 is 'Literacy in a Digital World'.
The Government of India will celebrate the International Literacy Day by felicitating
dignitaries and conferring to them the Saakshar Bharat Awards. The Saakshar Bharat Awards
are given to the best performing states, districts, gram panchayats and NGOs at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi. As per Educational Statistics for 2015-16, the literacy rate in India
increased to 69.3 per cent in 2011 compared to 61 per cent in 2001. The improvement is
decent. A dramatic improvement is seen in the literacy rate of female population which
improved from 47.8 per cent in 2001 to 59.3 per cent in 2011. Among males, the literacy rate
has improved from 73.4 per cent in 2001 to 78.8 per cent in 2011

Q.82 The Neurocalyx calycinus plant, used by the Cholanaickan tribe to heal wounds, has the
prospect of being developed into an anti-cancer drug. Where are these tribes predominantly
found?
A.     Tamil Nadu
B.     Kerala
C.      Karnataka
D.     Telangana

Answer : B,

Solution :

Researchers from the Jawaharlal Nehru Tropical Botanic Garden and Research Institute
(JNTBGRI) have confirmed the multiple therapeutic properties of the Neurocalyx calycinus
plant. Researchers came to know of the miracle plant in the year 1988 during a biological
survey deep inside the Nilambur forests.

·         The plant is used by the Cholanaickan tribe, which is the particularly vulnerable
group in Kerala, to treat inflammations and wounds.

·         During animal trials, it was found that the leaves of Neurocalyx calycinus have
wound-healing properties, which can be compared to the standard drug Povidone/
Iodine in the early phase of inflammation

·         The anti-inflammatory activity of the leaves was found to be similar to the drug
diclofenac sodium

·         The pre-clinical trials have confirmed the therapeutic effects of N calycinus against
burn wounds and pain, besides its immuno-enhancing platelet augmentation and anti-
oxidant potential

·         The plant also possesses high Vitamin E content and potent cytoprotective activity in
its cell lines, which increases the prospects of developing an anti-cancer drug

·         The scientists from JNTBGRI have filed for a patent on a novel herbal drug
formulation possessing wound-healing, burn-healing, anti-cancer, analgesic, anti-
inflammatory, immuno- enhancing, platelet-augmentation and anti-oxidant effects.
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Q.83 In early 2017, who among the following won the prestigious Fields Medal, the highest award
in mathematics?
A.     Ana Ivanovic
B.     Garbiñe Muguruza
C.      Maryam Mirzakhani
D.     Michelle Jenneke

Answer : C,

Solution :

Maryam Mirzakhani, the math genius from Iran, was born on May 3, 1977. She became the
first woman to be awarded the Fields Medal, the highest award in mathematics, aka the Nobel
Prize of math. The International Mathematical Union chose to give the honor to Mirzakhani
after she discovered new advances in the theory of Riemann surface. The organisation gives
out awards every four years to some of the best mathematicians under the age of 40.

Q.84 Consider the following about CAG in India
1.       CAG has a role to play in the way the accounts of Centre and State governments are
kept
2.       Removal of CAG can be initiated only by the both Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

CAG is a constitutional office formed under article 148 and is appointed by President of India
by warrant under his hand for period of 6 years or up to age of 65 years, whichever earlier

Article 150: The accounts of the Union and of the States shall be kept in such form as the
President may, on the advice of the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India, prescribe.

The conditions and services of CAG is all written down in the CAG (conditions and services)
Act, 1953 as amended in 1971

Allowances and pensions payable to or in respect of persons in that office are charged upon
the Consolidated Fund of India (CFI)

Removal of CAG is very difficult and similar to removal of a Supreme Court Judge

CAG suggests the account keeping of union and state with the approval of president
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It exercises power in relation to account of union and state or any other enterprise funded by
GOI as may be prescribed by law made by parliament

The CAG reports to the president and governors regarding the accounts of union and state
respectively and then the president presents report to the parliament

Q.85 Which of the following regarding the agreements signed in the 9th BRICS Summit held in
China is / are correctly matched?
1.       Strategic Framework of BRICS Customs Cooperation: This will help ease up the custom
regulations between countries
2.       BRICS Action Plan for Innovation Cooperation (2017-2020): To give emerging markets
and developing countries a voice and representation in international affairs
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,

Solution :

The 4 major documents signed at the event were:

Strategic Framework of BRICS Customs Cooperation: This will help ease up the custom
regulations between countries

BRICS Action Plan for Innovation Cooperation (2017-2020): This document enlists various
ways the member countries can cooperate on fronts like finance and bilateral deals

BRICS Action Agenda on Economic and Trade Cooperation: This document solely focuses on
how the member countries can help out in the continued growth of trade and commerce.
Efforts should continue to be made to develop and facilitate market inter-linkages, financial
integration and infrastructure connectivity among BRICS countries

MoU between BRICS Business Council and New Development Bank on Strategic Cooperation:
BRICS countries should continue to push forward the reform of global economic governance to
give emerging markets and developing countries a voice and representation in international
affairs

Q.86 Kalewa-Yargyi Corridor and Rhi Tiddim Road form a part of bi-lateral relations with which of
the following countries?
A.     Thailand
B.     Myanmar
C.      Bhutan
D.     Nepal
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Answer : B,

Solution :

Myanmar is a vital part of PM Modi's Act East policy and the visit will have a major focus on
infrastructure and connectivity.

Multilateral trade agreements and connectivity initiatives are underway.

The connectivity projects includes the Kaladan multi-modal corridor, repair of 69 bridges on
Tamu-Kalewa road, construction of the 120-km Kalewa-Yargyi corridor-both part of the India-
Myanmar-Thailand trilateral highway-and the Rhi Tiddim road in Myanmar's Chin state which
borders Mizoram

India and Myanmar share a 1,643-km long border across four Indian states namely Arunachal
Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur and Mizoram

Q.87 Consider the following about nutrition in India. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       NFHS-4 results record a rise in the overall levels of under-nutrition in women and
children
2.       Under NITI Aayog’s National Nutrition Strategy, the focus is on behavioral change
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : B,

Solution :

With a benefit to cost ratio of 16:1 for 40 low and middle-income countries, there is a well
recognized rationale, globally, for investing in Nutrition. The recently published NFHS-4
results reflect some progress, with a decline in the overall levels of under nutrition in both
women and children. However, the pace of decline is far below what numerous countries with
similar growth trajectories to India have achieved. The nutrition strategy envisages a
framework wherein the four proximate determinants of nutrition – uptake of health services,
food, drinking water & sanitation and income & livelihoods – work togetherto accelerate
decline of under nutrition in India. Currently, there is also a lack of real time measurement of
these determinants, which reduces our capacity for targeted action among the most vulnerable
mothers and children.

Supply side challenges often overshadow the need to address behavioural change efforts to
generate demand for nutrition services. This strategy, therefore, gives prominence to demand
and community mobilisation as a key determinant to address India's nutritional needs.

Q.88 DIKSHA seen in the news in recent times is related to
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A.     Tribal Welfare
B.     Teacher Training
C.      Food Security
D.     Child Health

Answer : B,

Solution :

On 5th September, Vice President launched the DIKSHA portal, a National Digital
Infrastructure for Teachers, aiming to enable, accelerate and amplify solutions in the realm of
teacher education. It is a unique initiative, which leverages existing highly scalable and
flexible digital infrastructures, while keeping teachers at the centre.

Q.89 De-Minimis criteria is applied to which category of subsidies under WTO agreements on
Agriculture?
A.     Blue Box
B.     Green Box
C.      Amber Box
D.     De-Minimis is not applicable on agricultural subsidies at all

Answer : C,

Solution :

The WTO defines De-minimis as minimal amounts of domestic support that are allowed even
though they distort trade. Amber box supports are subject to limits: “de minimis” minimal
supports are allowed (5% of agricultural production for developed countries, 10% for
developing countries); the 30 WTO members that had larger subsidies than the de minimis
levels at the beginning of the post-Uruguay Round reform period are committed to reduce
these subsidies.

The reduction commitments are expressed in terms of a “Total Aggregate Measurement of
Support” (Total AMS) which includes all supports for specified products together with
supports that are not for specific products, in one single figure. In the current negotiations,
various proposals deal with how much further these subsidies should be reduced, and whether
limits should be set for specific products rather than continuing with the single overall
“aggregate” limits.

Q.90 Consider the following about Central Zoo Authority
1. It is a constitutional body created under the Directive Principles of
State Policy
2. CZA has executed many projects in cooperation with international
organizations
A.     1 only
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B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : B,

Solution :

The Central Zoo Authority (CZA) is a statutory body created under the provisions of the
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 by the Ministry of Environment,Forest and Climate Change. It
came into existence in 1992 to oversee he functioning of zoos and provide them technical and
other assistance. Zoos in India are regulated under the provisions of the Wildlife (Protection)
Act, 1972 and are guided by the National Zoo Policy, 1998. The Government of India has
formulated Recognition of Zoo Rules, 2009 to lay down standards and norms for management
of zoos in the country. At present there are 166 recognized zoos in the country. The Central
Zoo Authority has xecuted MoU for cooperation in the field of research &amp; education with
reputed international organizations. Some of them include - Wildlife Reserve, Singapore;
National Trust for Nature Conservation (NTNC), Nepal; Leipzig Zoo, Germany; University of
California,USA; Prague Zoo, Czech Republic; Smithsonian National Zoological
Park,Washington D.C., USA.

Q.91 Which of the following use maize as a raw material?
1.       Cosmetics
2.       Beverages
3.       Bio-Ethanol
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     2 and 3 only
C.      1 and 3 only
D.     All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

Maize is an amazing cereal and is an alternate to Jhona (paddy) and Kanak (wheat). Maize is
rich in protein, provides nutritional requirements that India needs and Maize consumes much
lesser water and could contain the problem of further water depletion. Maize Based Mega
Food Park is the first major and serious step in the history of India for containing the
desertification problem of Punjab and would make farmers turn to maize cultivation which
need less water for more production. Maize is being used by different industries for seed,
starch, brewery, food additives, sweeteners etc and it is also a basic raw material to thousands
of industrial products like oil, proteins, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, beverages, film, textile,
gum, value added foods, paper industries, bio-ethanol etc

Q.92 What is Codex Alimentarius?
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A.     A ransomware code
B.     A code developed to prevent banks from being hacked
C.      A standard of measurements
D.     A standard for food

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Codex Alimentarius, or "Food Code" is a collection of standards, guidelines and codes of
practice adopted by the Codex Alimentarius Commission. The Commission, also known as
CAC, is the central part of the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme and was
established by FAO and WHO to protect consumer health and promote fair practices in food
trade. It held its first meeting in 1963. Codex standards ensure that food is safe and can be
traded. The 188 Codex members have negotiated science based recommendations in all areas
related to food safety and quality: food hygiene; maximum limits for food additives; residues of
pesticides and veterinary drugs; and maximum limits and codes for the prevention of chemical
and microbiological contamination. Codex food safety texts are a reference in WTO trade
disputes.

Q.93 Consider the following about pH paper / litmus paper. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       It is made of wood cellulose and certain types of bacteria
2.       The said bacteria are pathogenic at times
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : D,

Solution :

The primary raw materials used for making litmus paper are wood cellulose, lichens, and
adjunct compounds. The wood is treated with solvents prior to paper manufacturing in order
to remove resinous material and lignin from the wood. One of the most common solvents in the
United States is a sulfate—either sodium sulfate or magnesium sulfate. The ability of litmus
paper to change color when exposed to an acid or base is a result of litmus paper being
infused with lichens. Lichens are commonly used as gauge for environmental quality because
they are sensitive to various pollutants. Several varieties of lichen are used to produce litmus
including rocella tinctoria, native to the Mediterranean, and lecanora tartarea, a common
lichen in the Netherlands. In fact, the Netherlands is one of the largest producers of litmus
paper products.

Q.94 Polyurethane tagging – seen in news is related to which of the following
A.     Increasing efficiency of fuels
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B.     Conservation of heritage sites
C.      Livestock identification
D.     Sports development

Answer : C,

Solution :

According to the guidelines issued under the National Dairy Plan, the tags are made from
thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer, a material resistant to ultraviolet light and high and
low temperatures, and impossible to tamper with once sealed. Tags are placed in both ears of
the animal and a unique number is given to each based on its bodily features. It usually costs
Rs10-25 per tag and is very accurate.

Further Reading
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/eop2KivNOrKR54oREi4E9N/Government-plans-Aadhaarlike-u
nique-identification-number-f.html

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/mission-cow-id-govt-spreads-1-la
kh-technicians-across-the-country-to-map-cattle-populations/articleshow/56321941.cms

Q.95 Consider the following statements. Choose the incorrect statement(s)
1.       Green box subsidies should not involve price support at all
2.       There are no limits placed on Blue box subsidies
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

All domestic support measures considered to distort production and trade (with some
exceptions) fall into the amber box. These include measures to support prices, or subsidies
directly related to production quantities.

Blue box is the “amber box with conditions” — conditions designed to reduce distortion. Any
support that would normally be in the amber box, is placed in the blue box if the support also
requires farmers to limit production.

At present there are no limits on spending on blue box subsidies. In the current negotiations,
some countries want to keep the blue box as it is because they see it as a crucial means of
moving away from distorting amber box subsidies without causing too much hardship

In order to qualify, green box subsidies must not distort trade, or at most cause minimal

http://www.livemint.com/Politics/eop2KivNOrKR54oREi4E9N/Government-plans-Aadhaarlike-unique-identification-number-f.html
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/eop2KivNOrKR54oREi4E9N/Government-plans-Aadhaarlike-unique-identification-number-f.html
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/mission-cow-id-govt-spreads-1-lakh-technicians-across-the-country-to-map-cattle-populations/articleshow/56321941.cms
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/mission-cow-id-govt-spreads-1-lakh-technicians-across-the-country-to-map-cattle-populations/articleshow/56321941.cms
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distortion (paragraph 1). They have to be government-funded (not by charging consumers
higher prices) and must not involve price support.

They tend to be programmes that are not targeted at particular products, and include direct
income supports for farmers that are not related to (are “decoupled” from) current production
levels or prices. They also include environmental protection and regional development
programmes. “Green box” subsidies are therefore allowed without limits, provided they
comply with the policy-specific criteria

Q.96 Consider the following about roof-top solar energy viability in India
1.       Storage solutions are expensive and restricted in residential spaces
2.       At present we have achieved more than half of the potential of roof-top solar energy in
India
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,

Solution :

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy has pegged the market potential for rooftop solar
at 124 GW. However, only 1,247 MW of capacity had been installed as of December 31, 2016.
That is a little more than 3% of the target for 2022, and 1% of the potential.

One of the major problems with rooftop solar — and what affects solar energy generation in
general — is the variability in supply. Not only can the efficiency of the solar panels vary on
any given day depending on how bright the sunlight is, but the solar panels also produce no
electricity during the night. Arguably, night is when off-grid locations most need alternative
sources of electricity.

The solution to this is storage. Storage technology for electricity, however, is still
underdeveloped and storage solutions are expensive. So, while some companies will be able to
afford storage solutions for the solar energy they produce, most residential customers will find
the cost of installing both rooftop solar panels and storage facilities prohibitive. Residential
areas also come with the associated issues of use restrictions of the roof — if the roof is being
used for solar generation, then it cannot be used for anything else.

Further Reading:
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/why-does-the-2022-target-for-rooftop-solar-seem-a
mbitious/article19571036.ece

Q.97 Consider the following about Cryptocurrencies. Choose the incorrect statement(s)
1.       They are handled at a very centralized fashion

http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/why-does-the-2022-target-for-rooftop-solar-seem-ambitious/article19571036.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/why-does-the-2022-target-for-rooftop-solar-seem-ambitious/article19571036.ece
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2.       The authenticity is established based on a cryptographic proof
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : B,

Solution :

Cryptocurrency is fundamentally a decentralised digital currency transferred directly between
peers and the transactions are confirmed in a public ledger, accessible to all the users. The
process of maintaining this ledger and validating the transactions, better known as mining, is
carried out in a decentralised manner. The underlying principle of the authenticity of the
present to historical transactions is cryptographic proof, instead of trust; different from how it
happens in the case of traditional banking systems.

Further Reading:
http://www.idsa.in/specialfeature/cryptocurrencies-and-the-regulators-dilemma_msharma_010
817

Q.98 Consider the following about Buddhist Pagodas
1.       The architectural history has roots the Stupas
2.       There are instances of inspiration drawn from Hinduism
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

Pagoda, a towerlike, multistory, solid or hollow structure made of stone, brick, or wood,
usually associated with a Buddhist temple complex and therefore usually found in East and
Southeast Asia, where Buddhism was long the prevailing religion. The pagoda structure
derives from that of the stupa, a hemispherical, domed, commemorative monument first
constructed in ancient India. Initially, these structures symbolized sacred mountains, and they
were used to house relics or remains of saints and kings. Stupas evolved into several distinct
forms in various parts of Asia. The finial, the decorative crowning ornament of the stupa, likely
has roots in Hinduism, which predates Buddhism, in the symbols of yoni and lingam. Its design
gradually became more elongated and cylindrical until the stupa’s upper portion took on an
attenuated towerlike appearance. The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has approved the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and
Myanmar for the conservation of earthquake-damaged pagodas at Bagan, Myanmar. Bagan is

http://www.idsa.in/specialfeature/cryptocurrencies-and-the-regulators-dilemma_msharma_010817
http://www.idsa.in/specialfeature/cryptocurrencies-and-the-regulators-dilemma_msharma_010817
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one of the premier tourist attractions of Myanmar. It will be an opportunity to showcase
India’s expertise in the restoration and conservation of monuments not only to the people of
Myanmar but also to the tourists from other countries.

Q.99 Consider the following about Monroe Doctrine
1.       It was aimed to protect the Latin American countries from European invasion
2.       It was proclaimed by the League of Nations
A.     1 only
B.     2 only
C.      Both 1 and 2
D.     Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,

Solution :

This is a policy adopted by the U.S. in 1823 whereby it decided to oppose colonial intervention
into the Americas by European empires. It is named after American President James Monroe,
who spelled out the doctrine in his State of the Union address to the U.S. Congress. The
Monroe Doctrine was aimed at preserving the political independence that Latin American
nations won from their European colonisers. It stated that any future European intervention in
the Americas would be considered an act of aggression that would cause the U.S. to intervene
in the matter.

Q.100With reference to the economic history of medivial India, the term ‘Araghatta’ refers to
A.     Bonded labour
B.     Land grants made to military officers
C.      Waterwheel used in the irrigation of land
D.     Wasteland converted to cultivated land

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Persian wheel is a mechanical water lifting device operated usually by draught animals
like bullocks, buffaloes or camels. It is used to lift water from water sources typically open
wells. In Sanskrit the word Araghatta has been used in the ancient texts to describe the
Persian Wheel. The ‘ara-ghatta’ comes from the combination of the words ‘ara’ meaning spoke
and ‘ghatta’ meaning pot. The word ‘araghatta’ itself became to be called the rahat or reghat
in North India, a name by which it is known even now. The Araghattikka or arahattiyanara
describes the person or animal working the Araghatta and this description was extensively
used in the twelfth century. Usually men, bullocks, elephants or camels did the job of moving
in circles to lift water. (UPSC Pre 2016)


